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Thank you so much for downloading this freebie! I hope that this 

resource will work really well in your classroom!

You May: 

• Share this resource with the students you teach using a link, direct email, 

or via Google Classroom™ or a similar password protected platform.

• Post this on your classroom website IF it is password protected.

• Print items for use in your classroom.

You May NOT:

• Post images of this unit or any part of it without permission on a class or 

school website, on a district server, or anywhere on the internet that is 

visible to the public.

• Share PDFs or links to the Digital Resource with another teacher, 

homeschool parent, or anyone else. You may direct them to my website 

newsletter sign-up or to my TpT store.

• Use this as a template to create a new resource.

• Re-sell this unit.

If you have any questions, please email me at:

theteachernextdoor01@gmail.com 

Thank you so much!

Please note:

This is a free resource but it does represent hours of hard 
work and time on my part. I simply ask that you please 
respect my work and follow my terms of use. Thanks for your
understanding!
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Your feedback is important to me: 

If you have trouble printing, see a small  mistake, or have a question, please email 

me at theteachernextdoor01@gmail.com or use the “Ask a Question” feature on 

TpT, before leaving negative feedback. I  will do my best to fix the problem ASAP! I 

really want you to be happy with this resource.

Copyright © 2020 The Teacher Next Door

All rights reserved by author. Permission to copy for single classroom use only. 
Electronic  distribution limited to single classroom use only. Not for public display. 
Redistributing, editing, selling, or posting this unit or any part thereof on the 
Internet is strictly prohibited. Placing any part of  this this product on the Internet is 
a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).

Credits:

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Hello-Literacy 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Graphics-From-The-Pond 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Miss-5th 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/A-Perfect-Blend 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Krista-Wallden-Creative-Clips 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Amy-Groesbeck

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Educlips

I’d love to connect with you…

Get ideas from my website and blog: http://the-teacher-next-door.com/ 

Meet me on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheTeacherNextDoor 

Join me on Instagram: http://instagram.com/theteachernextdoor/

Check out my Pinterest Boards: http://www.pinterest.com/TeacherNextDoor

Thanks!  

Jenn
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Teacher Notes
Thank you so much for downloading this freebie!

This Paired Texts print and digital set is also part of a Paired Texts Fiction 
to Nonfiction Unit that includes three other sets in addition to this one, 
for a total of 8 passages. Besides 2 passages, each set includes 
vocabulary, comprehension questions, compare and contrast pages, and 
narrative, expository, and persuasive writing prompts.

If you like this freebie, I’d love for you to check out the Paired 
Texts: Fiction to Nonfiction Unit for 4th – 6th Grades!

Click here to take a look at the Paired Texts Unit:
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Teacher Notes: Paired Texts

This FREEBIE includes the following:

• Print version of the paired text sample resource 
with keys

• Google Slides™

1. Passages with Questions (2)

2. Vocabulary Activity

3. Paired Text Questions 

4. Writing Pages (3)

5. Venn Diagram

Please note: 

1. All of the slides can also be opened as PowerPoints, so they can be 
used on other compatible educational platforms. See the last page of the 
teacher notes for more details.

2. If your students are using iPads, they will need the Google App and the 
Google Slides app (free) in order for these to work well for them.

3. To assign specific Google Slides, simply make a copy of your master file 
and delete the slides you don't want to assign. Make a new title and 
assign the smaller set.
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Unlike worksheets for reading strategies that are individual in nature, this 

type of reading practice requires students to have materials available to 

reference and to compare and contrast information. This can be 

accomplished in several ways:

A. Run off all copies and staple together like a packet.

B. Have a designated paired texts folder for each student’s materials.

C. You can gather all the packets if you think your students won’t be able to 

keep  track of these or students can keep their own materials in a “safe place” 

like their binder or a folder in their desk.

There are lots of ways to use these materials, but here’s what I recommend:

Start with the nonfiction passage, Skywriting (and its questions), because this 

will give your students some background knowledge for the fictional 

passages. I like to correct together if these are done for practice and not as an 

assessment.

Next, have students complete the fictional passage, My Dad, the Skywriter, 

and its questions.

Do the vocabulary page which combines vocabulary for both passages.

Do the paired text questions pages which combine information from both 

texts.

Optional: Have the kids complete the Venn Diagram to compare/contrast 

both texts.

Have students do one or more writing activities for narrative, expository, 

and/or persuasive for the passage set.

Here's a blog you might like: Tips for Teaching Paired Passages

Teacher Notes
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Paired Texts

Teacher Notes for Digital:

If you are already familiar with Google Classroom™, see the links 
below and on the next page.

*** Please note that this may only be used for your own students in a 
password protected website like Google Classroom™ and is for your 
students only. To share with teacher or homeschool parent friends, 
please tell her/him about this freebie on TpT or about signing up for the 
newsletter to access the free resource library. This freebie may not be 
placed on the internet openly, may not be placed on a class/school 
website or district server or anywhere that is visible to the public. Thank 
you for your understanding!

Skywriting Nonfiction

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Z1rKpgtRIjLtCBY6VYNp89kQ
MEdLKWXBjq-PZ_yZ_YA/copy

Skywriting Fiction
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10B2ZDmbyqHra6OSUFns_FD
LjbZmIiZvKigVl6hcAnkQ/copy

Skywriting Vocabulary
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ICDjVzo_FxQgEmYIoViWLHX
sJ-ULSSW1LU2hGlGxRjg/copy
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If you are already familiar with Google Classroom™, here are the links:

*** Please note that these may only be used for your own students in a 
password protected website like Google Classroom™ and may not be 
shared with other teachers or homeschool parents. These may not be 
placed on the internet openly, may not be placed on a class/school 
website or district server or anywhere that is visible to the public. Thank 
you for your understanding!

Skywriting Paired Texts Questions
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bUcMWjSMLsXzQx1kBEis-
pdwjLPZNpKYJRj2BpoQUhc/copy

Skywriting Narrative Writing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vQlISpHNMOhQ_pDG_kRurn
8x7gsjfUc-43pgjupYEPE/copy

Skywriting Expository Writing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WjySXX4czr34Otw_TMxOu0k
e7S9wlP6KQt0XbNRCEEQ/copy

Skywriting Persuasive Writing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZUlBsskoM8XjQmM0Jymdj_C
2bGYo8KW5drzF4kCKHRw/copy

Venn Diagram
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10FJFdMRHAvp9tgV8_9s4trnK
_ywHUwAZp0_JpehehnY/copy
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Google Classroom™
How to Make Assignments in

1. Make sure you have access to Google Classroom™. It’s easiest if you have a 
school or district account (free). See your school administrator if you don’t 
currently have access.   www.classroom.google.com Besides having your own 
Google account, each student will need his/her own account for Google 
Classroom™

2. Download the Link for the Google Classroom™ Resource. Make sure it is in the 
browser you’ll use to assign it to students.

3. It will ask you if you want to make a copy (yes). Open the File on your own          
Google Drive™ and you’ll see it is in the edit mode (look at the end of the URL 
and it says edit). Save this as your master copy. You do not want students 
editing this copy.

4. Go to Google Classroom™. Click on Class Work. Then click on Create.

5. Click on Assignments. Type in the Title. You can also add the points, the due 
date, the topic, and the rubric, or you can leave these blank.

6. Click on Add. This is the content for the assignment. There are several options 
for what you’d like to add. For something in your Google Drive™, click on Drive 
(it has the triangle logo shape). Then click on the file to insert the one you 
want to assign.

7. VERY IMPORTANT: Next to the attachment there is a drop down with an 
arrow. It will give you three options:
Student can view file. (no)
Student can edit file. (no)
Make a copy for each student. (yes!) 

Make sure to click the make a copy for each student. This way each student 
has his/her own unique link and cannot edit your file or anyone else’s.
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Google Classroom™ (Cont.)

How to Make Assignments in

Note: You can NOT edit the assignment once you click make a copy for each student. 
If you need to make changes, DELETE the assignment and start over. Otherwise, the 
pieces will not move correctly.

8. Click on Assign. You can select all students or select individual students to 
differentiate.

9. Once you have created an assignment, you can view each student’s progress in 
Google Classroom™ on the Stream page.

If you'd like to see a blog post with screenshots of this process:
Click here for How to Make Assignments in Google Classroom™

For more information:
Click here to read Why You Will Love Using Google Slides™

Click here to read What You Need to Know About Google Forms™

Click here to read Google Classroom™ FAQ

To use Google Slides with any other online platform:

Here are some of the learning platforms that are compatible (within a few simple 
steps) with Google™: SeeSaw™, Schoology™, Canvas™, Microsoft OneDrive™, 
Notability™, Nearpod™, Blackboard™, Padlet™, EverNote™…

I am most familiar with Google Classroom™ but my friend Danielle Knight, from 
Study All Knight, has an excellent blog post with step by step directions for 
converting Google resources to other platforms: 
https://www.studyallknight.com/how-to-move-your-google-drive-teaching-
lessons-to-the-top-education-apps/

Thanks! 
Jenn
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Name: ____________________________________ 

Skywriting with high horsepowered planes or 
cropdusters, is an art that few pilots are able to master. 
Skywriting takes place two miles above ground and these 
aerial maneuvers require looping, climbing, and flipping like 
a roller coaster. This would be challenging enough but all 
of this takes place while releasing perfectly timed streams 
of thick, white smoke. Want to send a message? Since it costs at least $5,000, most of skywriting 
profits come from business advertising. Where else would messages be seen for more than 2,800 
square miles, while attracting people’s attention automatically? Skywriting however, wasn’t originally 
invented for business, it started with England’s military in World War I. 

Although there are two kinds of skywriting, traditional and digital, very few people are able to 
do traditional, which is something that’s learned without any official training program. To do traditional 
skywriting, a pilot must be able to maneuver quickly and accurately to write legibly on the sky. Keep in 
mind that he/she will be flying at 150 mph and will be pressed into the seat by G-forces. So, for 
example, to write the word “PEPSI”, with each letter measuring about a mile tall, and writing the letters 
backwards (so people on the ground can read it), it requires 17 maneuvers in 10 minutes, and this is 
while flying a plane at the same time! 

Ideal weather conditions are a must for skywriting, and pilots look for clear days, so the 
message will be readable against the sky. It should also be a cool, humid, and windless day, so the 
message will stay around for 20 minutes or more. To write a message, pilots fly to about10,000 feet, 
where the air is calmer and cooler. The cooler air exerts more pressure, which helps hold the smoke 
together. Pilots can’t really see the letters clearly as they fly, and have to feel their way. It could be 
compared to drawing a picture in the dark.  

Skywriting planes carry specialized smoke-emitting systems, which store smoke-producing fluid 
and move the fluids into the exhaust. The smoke starts as a paraffin-based mineral oil, which is 
nontoxic and biodegradable. This fluid is stored near the engine, and a plane can typically carry about 
30 gallons, which is enough fluid to make up to 12 letters. When the pilot is ready, he/she flips a switch 
in the cockpit, and a stream of paraffin oil is injected into the plane's exhaust system. When the fluid 
hits the exhaust pipes, it vaporizes and smoke is released from the plane. Going back to the “PEPSI” 
example, this word would require the pilot to flip the smoke trigger14 separate times. Pilot experience 
and skill is a must, as any type of hesitation can ruin a letter, which ruins the entire message! 

Although traditional skywriting takes a truly talented pilot, digital skywriting, sometimes called 
“skytyping”, can be done without inversions and loops, flipping a switch, and split-second decisions. 
This automated process, developed in the 1940’s, is similar to dot-matrix printing, but uses planes. 
Each letter is made up of individual dots that blend together when seen from a distance. The skytyping 
planes have the same smoke-producing fluid and machinery as traditional skywriting planes, but use a 
computer program to trigger the injection of fluid into the exhaust. Typically, five planes are used to 
make the message and they fly next to each other, equidistant, and at the same altitude, for the entire 
time it takes to write the message. 
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1. Why is most skywriting sold as business advertising? __________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why is traditional skywriting more difficult than digital skywriting? _________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

3. In the fourth paragraph, the author explained the plane’s smoke-emitting system. Cite evidence 
from the text which explains how the fluid is released as smoke. 
________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

4. Compare and contrast skywriting with skytyping: 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Name: __________________________________________ 

My dad has been flying longer than he’s been driving! He actually got his pilot’s license 
when he was 15. At that time, he lived with my grandma and grandpa on their small farm in 
Iowa. After he grew up, he went to college and got a degree in agriculture, and eventually 
bought his own farm, a few miles from where he grew up. Since he has always loved to fly, 
he saved up and bought himself a plane, a 1956 Havilland Chipmunk, to be exact. Sounds 
really old, I know, but planes aren’t the same as cars, and this one was in great shape. At 
first, my dad had plans to use the plane as a crop duster for his farm, but then he met my 
mom’s uncle, who was a skywriter from way back. My great uncle showed my dad the ropes, 
and trained him so well, that my dad became a skilled skywriter, which he took on as a second 
job. 

As I was growing up, I loved to hear my dad talk about his plane and about his job as 
a skywriter. He told me how he took his plane and modified it with a 27-gallon smoke oil 
system, which allowed him to write about 25 letters in a flight, when most planes can only do 
10 letters at the most. He talked about all of the messages he was able to write for people 
like “Happy Birthday” or “Will you marry me?” or “Congratulations.” He also did messages for 
companies like announcing a big concert coming to town, Pepsi ads for football games, and 
even one in Japanese! These jobs would usually take him out of town for the day, but since 
he flew himself everywhere, he wasn’t gone for long. 

I’ve been begging him for as long as I can remember to take me on one of his flights. 
My dad has been hesitant though, and my mom even more so, because it isn’t exactly like a 
regular airplane flight. When he does skywriting, he does quick loops and twists and turns to 
be able to make all of the letters, which is exactly the reason I want to go! Sounds like a 
deluxe roller coaster to me!  

Since I pestered my dad for so many years, he decided to set a date that I would be 
able to ride with him and guess what? It’s finally here…my 13th birthday! So, I asked him what 
message we would be writing, but he wouldn’t tell me. I also asked him who the client was, 
and he wouldn’t tell me that either. My dad is a stubborn man when he wants to be. 

On the day of the flight, we got dressed and had some breakfast and then walked out 
to the hangar where my dad keeps his plane. He told me that he had already filled it with gas, 
as well as with the smoke making fluid, which I know costs about twice as much per gallon as 
gas does. After we buckled up, my dad started the plane and I wasn’t sure if the rumbling 
was from the plane or from the butterflies in my stomach. We took off and rose until we 
were about two miles off of the ground and then my dad starting flipping switches, while the 
plane dipped and looped. My dad told me that each letter was about a mile high and took 
about a minute to make each. It seemed to me that we were spelling something really long, 
because we were up there for a long time. Sounds like I’m complaining, but I’m not. I loved 
every minute of it. Once we got off of the ground, I felt like some kind of bird in the air, 
soaring with the assurance that my dad was the pilot. 

When we landed, I couldn’t wait to look at the sky. I ran out of the barn and as clear 
as could be, I saw the message, “Congratulations Teenager!” It was for me and I’ll never 
forget it.  
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1. In the first paragraph, the author mentions that his dad’s plane sounded old but he said that, 
“…planes aren’t the same as cars, and this one was in great shape.” What did he mean by 
that? ____________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

2. Label these events from 1 – 4 in the order that they occurred: 

____ Saw the message that said “Congratulations Teenager” 

____ Dad told me I could fly with him on my 13th birthday 

____ Dad grew up on a farm in Iowa 

____ Dad bought a plane 

3. The author used two idioms. What do each of these idioms mean?  

A. Showed him the ropes means: _________________________________________ 

B. Butterflies in my stomach means: _______________________________________ 

4. Was this story told in first or third person? ________________________________ 

How do you know?  __________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

5. Make an inference. How does the Skywriter dad feel about his son? Cite examples from 
the text to support your thinking. _________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

6. Think about the setting. How would this story have been different in a big city? 
________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Name:    

Match these words with Latin/Greek roots to their meanings. Circle the roots for A – E. 

1.      moves requiring skill and care  

2.     usually 

3.    may be broken down  

4.    not harmful/poisonous 

5.    happening in the sky 

Use the word bank to complete these analogies (word comparisons). 

 

6. New is to old… as modern is to _____________________________________ 

  7. Wise is to owl… as ______________________________________ is to mule. 
   
  8. Distance is to a car… as __________________________________ is to a plane. 
   
  9. Student is to school… as soldier is to _________________________________. 

 10. A chef is to the kitchen…as a farmer is to _____________________________. 

Use the word bank to complete each sentence with two missing words: 

 

 

 
11. Our teacher told us to write ______________________ so our work would be 
    ________________________________. 

  12. Even though she was excited, my sister was _____________________________    

      to open the __________________________ acceptance letter from the University. 

  13. My mom was _______________________________ from Oklahoma, and was    
      used to _______________________________ summers. 

. 

A. aerial 

B. maneuvers 

C. nontoxic 

D. biodegradable 

E. typically 

Word Bank 
legibly     official      humid      hesitant       readable    originally 
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Word Bank 
military      traditional      stubborn     agriculture     altitude 

 

Vocabulary Skywriting 



 
Name:    

1. Fill in the chart: 

 
2. Summarize the Skywriting passage in two to three sentences. 
______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Summarize the My Dad, the Skywriter passage in two to three sentences. 
______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Text Title Genre Genre Evidence 

Skywriting  ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

My Dad, 

the 

Skywriter 

 ___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

Paired Texts Questions Skywriter 
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4. Which text structure was used for the Skywriting passage? (Circle one)   

Description       Order and Sequence        Cause and Effect         Compare and Contrast       Problem Solution 

What clues gave you this idea? _______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

If you wanted to find information on the following topics, which text would you refer to? 

Write A for Skywriting and B for My Dad, the Skywriter. 

5. ____ Traditional and digital skywriting 

6. ____ Types of messages people send 

7. ____ How far away messages can be seen 

8. ____ How much smoke fluid costs compared to gas  

9. ____ How much a message costs 

10. The main idea of Skywriting is: _____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

11. The theme (lesson the author wants you to know) of My Dad, the Skywriter is: 
______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

12. Name at least three pieces of information both texts have in common: __________ 
______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Which piece did you enjoy more? Why? _______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Skywriter Narrative Writing 
Name: __________________________________________ 

Imagine that you are a skywriting pilot and you have been given a job to write 
something in the air. Tell the story behind the message. Who is it for? What does it 
say? What happens while in flight? Make sure your story has a strong beginning, 
middle, and ending. 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 
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____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 
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Skywriter Expository Writing 
Name: __________________________________________ 

What characteristics, skills, and personal qualities does it take to be a skywriter? Write 
a paragraph about this topic and make sure to use complete paragraph form. 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 
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____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 
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Skywriter Persuasive Writing 
Name: __________________________________________ 

Currently, pilots are able to get their license at age 17. Do you think this age is 
reasonable?  Write a persuasive piece explaining your opinion whether the age of 17 
is too young, too old, or just right to be able to fly a plane on your own. 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 
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                                                                   Key 

Skywriting with high horsepowered planes or 
cropdusters, is an art that few pilots are able to master. 
Skywriting takes place two miles above ground and these 
aerial maneuvers require looping, climbing, and flipping like 
a roller coaster. This would be challenging enough but all 
of this takes place while releasing perfectly timed streams 
of thick, white smoke. Want to send a message? Since it costs at least $5,000, most of skywriting 
profits come from business advertising. Where else would messages be seen for more than 2,800 
square miles, while attracting people’s attention automatically? Skywriting however, wasn’t originally 
invented for business, it started with England’s military in World War I. 

Although there are two kinds of skywriting, traditional and digital, very few people are able to 
do traditional, which is something that’s learned without any official training program. To do traditional 
skywriting, a pilot must be able to maneuver quickly and accurately to write legibly on the sky. Keep in 
mind that he/she will be flying at 150 mph and will be pressed into the seat by G-forces. So, for 
example, to write the word “PEPSI”, with each letter measuring about a mile tall, and writing the letters 
backwards (so people on the ground can read it), it requires 17 maneuvers in 10 minutes, and this is 
while flying a plane at the same time! 

Ideal weather conditions are a must for skywriting, and pilots look for clear days, so the 
message will be readable against the sky. It should also be a cool, humid, and windless day, so the 
message will stay around for 20 minutes or more. To write a message, pilots fly to about10,000 feet, 
where the air is calmer and cooler. The cooler air exerts more pressure, which helps hold the smoke 
together. Pilots can’t really see the letters clearly as they fly, and have to feel their way. It could be 
compared to drawing a picture in the dark.  

Skywriting planes carry specialized smoke-emitting systems, which store smoke-producing fluid 
and move the fluids into the exhaust. The smoke starts as a paraffin-based mineral oil, which is 
nontoxic and biodegradable. This fluid is stored near the engine, and a plane can typically carry about 
30 gallons, which is enough fluid to make up to 12 letters. When the pilot is ready, he/she flips a switch 
in the cockpit, and a stream of paraffin oil is injected into the plane's exhaust system. When the fluid 
hits the exhaust pipes, it vaporizes and smoke is released from the plane. Going back to the “PEPSI” 
example, this word would require the pilot to flip the smoke trigger14 separate times. Pilot experience 
and skill is a must, as any type of hesitation can ruin a letter, which ruins the entire message! 

Although traditional skywriting takes a truly talented pilot, digital skywriting, sometimes called 
“skytyping”, can be done without inversions and loops, flipping a switch, and split-second decisions. 
This automated process, developed in the 1940’s, is similar to dot-matrix printing, but uses planes. 
Each letter is made up of individual dots that blend together when seen from a distance. The skytyping 
planes have the same smoke-producing fluid and machinery as traditional skywriting planes, but use a 
computer program to trigger the injection of fluid into the exhaust. Typically, five planes are used to 
make the message and they fly next to each other, equidistant, and at the same altitude, for the entire 
time it takes to write the message. 
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1. Why is most skywriting sold as business advertising? 
It is expensive ($5,000 and up), so most individual people wouldn’t be able to afford it. 
  
 
2. Why is traditional skywriting more difficult than digital skywriting?  
Answers may vary: Traditional skywriting requires pilot skill to maneuver accurately, while digital 
skywriting is computer based. 

 

3. In the fourth paragraph, the author explained the plane’s smoke-emitting system. Cite evidence 
from the text which explains how the fluid is released as smoke.  

The author stated, “When the pilot is ready, he/she flips a switch in the cockpit, and a stream of 
paraffin oil is injected into the plane's exhaust system. When the fluid hits the exhaust pipes, it 
vaporizes and smoke is released from the plane.” 

 

4. Compare and contrast skywriting with skytyping: Answers will vary: 

Skywriting is done by feel and relies on the skills of the pilot, while skytyping is more computer 
dependent. Skywriting is written backwards by one plane while skytyping is done with dots by at 
least five planes. Both use the same types of planes and both use the same smoke making fluid… 
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                                                                 Key  

My dad has been flying longer than he’s been driving! He actually got his pilot’s license when 
he was 15. At that time, he lived with my grandma and grandpa on their small farm in Iowa. 
After he grew up, he went to college and got a degree in agriculture, and eventually bought 
his own farm, a few miles from where he grew up. Since he has always loved to fly, he saved 
up and bought himself a plane, a 1956 Havilland Chipmunk, to be exact. Sounds really old, I 
know, but planes aren’t the same as cars, and this one was in great shape. At first, my dad 
had plans to use the plane as a crop duster for his farm, but then he met my mom’s uncle, 
who was a skywriter from way back. My great uncle showed my dad the ropes, and trained 
him so well, that my dad became a skilled skywriter, which he took on as a second job. 

As I was growing up, I loved to hear my dad talk about his plane and about his job as 
a skywriter. He told me how he took his plane and modified it with a 27-gallon smoke oil 
system, which allowed him to write about 25 letters in a flight, when most planes can only do 
10 letters at the most. He talked about all of the messages he was able to write for people 
like “Happy Birthday” or “Will you marry me?” or “Congratulations.” He also did messages for 
companies like announcing a big concert coming to town, Pepsi ads for football games, and 
even one in Japanese! These jobs would usually take him out of town for the day, but since 
he flew himself everywhere, he wasn’t gone for long. 

I’ve been begging him for as long as I can remember to take me on one of his flights. 
My dad has been hesitant though, and my mom even more so, because it isn’t exactly like a 
regular airplane flight. When he does skywriting, he does quick loops and twists and turns to 
be able to make all of the letters, which is exactly the reason I want to go! Sounds like a 
deluxe roller coaster to me!  

Since I pestered my dad for so many years, he decided to set a date that I would be 
able to ride with him and guess what? It’s finally here…my 13th birthday! So, I asked him what 
message we would be writing, but he wouldn’t tell me. I also asked him who the client was, 
and he wouldn’t tell me that either. My dad is a stubborn man when he wants to be. 

On the day of the flight, we got dressed and had some breakfast and then walked out 
to the hangar where my dad keeps his plane. He told me that he had already filled it with gas, 
as well as with the smoke making fluid, which I know costs about twice as much per gallon as 
gas does. After we buckled up, my dad started the plane and I wasn’t sure if the rumbling 
was from the plane or from the butterflies in my stomach. We took off and rose until we 
were about two miles off of the ground and then my dad starting flipping switches, while the 
plane dipped and looped. My dad told me that each letter was about a mile high and took 
about a minute to make each. It seemed to me that we were spelling something really long, 
because we were up there for a long time. Sounds like I’m complaining, but I’m not. I loved 
every minute of it. Once we got off of the ground, I felt like some kind of bird in the air, 
soaring with the assurance that my dad was the pilot. 

When we landed, I couldn’t wait to look at the sky. I ran out of the barn and as clear 
as could be, I saw the message, “Congratulations Teenager!” It was for me and I’ll never 
forget it.  
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1. In the first paragraph, the author mentions that his dad’s plane sounded old but he said that,
“…planes aren’t the same as cars, and this one was in great shape.” What did he mean by
that?

If a car was that old, it would probably not be one that people would use (unless it was 
restored). A plane that is that old is still considered very usable.  

2. Label these events from 1 – 4 in the order that they occurred:

__4__ Saw the message that said “Congratulations Teenager” 

__3__ Dad told me I could fly with him on my 13th birthday 

__1__ Dad grew up on a farm in Iowa 

__2__ Dad bought a plane 

3. The author used two idioms. What do each of these idioms mean?

A. Showed him the ropes means:  to train him/teach him something

B. Butterflies in my stomach means:  feeling nervous

4. Was this story told in first or third person?  First person

How do you know?   The author wrote the story from his point of view and used pronouns 
like I and we. 

5. Make an inference. How does the Skywriter dad feel about his son? Cite examples from
the text to support your thinking.

Answers may vary: His dad loves him/her very much. He would not allow a ride in the plane 
for a long time due to a concern for his/her safety. The message he wrote at the end 
showed a lot of love as well. 

6. Think about the setting. How would this story have been different in a big city?

Answers may vary: The whole story could have been different. Without a farm, there is no 
need for a crop duster, which led to the skywriting. Kids in a big city may not have the same 
experiences as kids living on a farm. 
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Match these words with Latin/Greek roots to their meanings. Circle the roots for A – E. 

1.     B   moves requiring skill and care  

2.    E   usually 

3.    D  may be broken down  

4.    C   not harmful/poisonous 

5.    A  happening in the sky 

Use the word bank to complete these analogies (word comparisons). 

 

6. New is to old… as modern is to ________traditional______________________. 

  7. Wise is to owl… as _______stubborn__________________________ is to mule. 
   
  8. Distance is to a car… as _____altitude_______________________ is to a plane. 
   
  9. Student is to school… as soldier is to ______military______________________. 

 10. A chef is to the kitchen…as a farmer is to ____agriculture__________________. 

Use the word bank to complete each sentence with two missing words: 

 

 

 
11. Our teacher told us to write ___legibly___________ so our work would be 

    _____readable__________________. 

  12. Even though she was excited, my sister was ___hesitant____________________    

      to open the ___official_________________ acceptance letter from the University. 

  13. My mom was ____originally_______________________ from Oklahoma, and was    

      used to _______humid__________________ summers. 

 

Vocabulary Skywriting 
A. aerial 

B. maneuvers 

C. nontoxic 

D. biodegradable 

E. typically 

Word Bank 
legibly     official      humid      hesitant       readable    originally 
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Word Bank 
military        traditional        stubborn       agriculture      altitude 

 



 
                                                              Key 

1. Fill in the chart: 

 
 
 
2. Summarize the Skywriting passage in two to three sentences.  
Answers may vary: Skywriting is an occupation that requires a skilled pilot to make quick 
and accurate movements. It can be done in the traditional style, using one plane, or it can 
be done using the digital method, with five or more planes. 
 
 
 
 
3. Summarize the My Dad, the Skywriter passage in two to three sentences.  
Answers may vary: A boy/girl’s father is a skywriter in Iowa and the child has been 
asking to take a ride on the skywriting plane since he/she was tiny. When the child’s 13th 
birthday occurs, he/she is taken on a ride, while the dad surprises him/her with a birthday 
message.  

 

 

 

 

Text Title Genre Genre Evidence 

Skywriting Nonfiction Answers may vary: The 
passage presented facts 
about skywriting and nothing 
was told in story form. 

My Dad, 

the 

Skywriter 

Realistic Fiction Answers may vary: The story 
was based on factual 

information but seemed true 
to life. There was nothing that 

seemed imaginary. 

Paired Texts Questions Skywriter 
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4. Which text structure was used for the Skywriting passage? (Circle one)   

Description       Order and Sequence        Cause and Effect         Compare and Contrast       Problem Solution 

What clues gave you this idea?  

Answers may vary: (A case could be made for either text structure) 

Description: The author gave lots of information about the art and methods of 
skywriting. 

Compare and Contrast: The author explained how traditional and digital skywriting are 
alike and different. 

If you wanted to find information on the following topics, which text would you refer to? 

Write A for Skywriting and B for My Dad, the Skywriter. 

5. __A__ Traditional and digital skywriting 

6. __B__ Types of messages people send 

7. __A__ How far away messages can be seen 

8. __B__ How much smoke fluid costs compared to gas  

9. __A__ How much a message costs 

10. The main idea of Skywriting is:  

Answers may vary: Skywriting is an interesting occupation/There are two types of 
Skywriting… 

11. The theme (lesson the author wants you to know) of My Dad, the Skywriter is:  

Answers may vary: Family is important… Patience is rewarded… 

12. Name at least three pieces of information both texts have in common:  

Answers may vary: Skills of the pilot, maneuvering, height of letters… 

13. Which piece did you enjoy more? Why?  

Answers may vary. 
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